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appointed coadjutor in the government of the Austrian
dominions.
By  the treaty  of partition  Frederick  obtained  all
Polish Prussia, except the towns of Dantzic and Thorn,
a tract far less extensive than those which fell to the
shares' of Austria and Russia, but possessing
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Polish	for Prussia a value out of all proportion to its
Prussia. area? bemuse its annexation united the de-
tached and hardly defensible province of East Prussia
with the central body of the Prussian kingdom.
But in the king's eyes the acquisition of a province,
however valuable, was   not  more important than  the
alliance of the three northern powers which resulted from
the partition, and was likely to derive perman-
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sequences of ence from the foundation of common guilt on
thepartition.  which jt rested .  and jt must be regar(ied
brilliant diplomatic triumph for Frederick that he suc-
ceeded, on - the one hand, in persuading the Czarina of
Russia to allow two other powers to engross portions of
a country which she looked upon as almost her own
already ; and on the other, in entrapping Austria,
against her honour and against her interest, into be-
coming his accomplice.
Frederick's confidence in the permanence of the con-
nexion between Austria, Prussia, and Russia has been
justified by the event, for though the concord has occa-
sionally been interrupted, the three powers seem ever to
be drawn together again by some inexorable necessity,
and the triple alliance of 1772 is represented in the
Dreikaiserbund of the other day.
Yet in their relations to one another as German
powers the antagonism of Austria and Prussia was,
during the king's lifetime at any rate, in nowise
softened. Opposition to any increase of Austrian terri-
tory or influence within Germany was the cardinal prin-

